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Exercise 1

Let {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of points in the plane, whi h we all obsta les. Imagine there is
a disk of radius r whi h an be moved around between these obsta les but isn't allowed to
interse t them (tou hing is ok). Is it possible to move the disk out of these obsta les if it is
entered at the origin at rst? More formally, the question is whether there is a ( ontinuous)
path γ : [0, 1] −→ R2 with γ(0) = (0, 0), kγ(1)k  max{kp1k, . . . , kpnk} su h that at any time
t 2 [0, 1] and for any 1  i  n, kγ(t) − pik  r. Des ribe an algorithm to de ide this question
and to onstru t su h a path if one exists, given arbitrary points {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and a radius
r. Argue why your algorithm is orre t and analyze its running time.

(0, 0)
r
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Hints and Details: It is a good idea to ompute the Voronoi diagramm of the point set rst. (You

don't have to des ribe how to do that, we assume it to be known.) Then you should argue why
it makes sense to onsider paths that run along the edges of the diagram and how you an get
there rst.

Exercise 2

Let H be a set with n elements and f : 2H → R a fun tion that maps subsets of H to real
numbers. We say that h 2 H violates G  H if f(G [ {h}) 6= f(G) (it follows that h 2/ G). We
also say that h 2 H is extreme in G if f(G \ {h}) 6= f(G) (it follows that h 2 G).


Now we de ne two random variables Vr, Xr : Hr → R where Vr maps an r-element set R to the
number of elements that violate R, and Xr maps an r-element set R to the number of extreme
elements in R.
a) Prove the following equality for 0  r < n:
E(Vr)
E(Xr+1)
=
.
n−r
r+1

Thus, there is a simple relation between the expe ted number of violating elements of a
random r-element set and the expe ted number of extreme elements of a random (r + 1)element set.
b) Use the result from (a) to answer the following question: If you hoose a random r-element
set of {1, 2, . . . , n}, how many elements of {1, 2, . . . , n} are expe ted to be larger than the
maximum of the r hosen numbers?
Exercise 3

Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of points in the plane (not all of them on the same line).
a) Prove that there is a triangulation of the verti es of the onvex hull onv(P) with the property
that the ir um ir le of every triangle ontains the whole set P.
b) Given a query point q we want to nd the point pi 2 P that is furthest from q. Following
the lo us approa h, subdivide the plane into regions of equal answers. Des ribe how you
an use a triangulation as de ned in a) to nd this subdivision.
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